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Sergio

The code availability section requires some clarification. v0.2.2 is not available on https://github.com/ibarraespinosa/vein/releases.

As explained in https://www.geoscientific-model-development.net/about/manuscript_types.htmlGMD is encouraging that authors make the code available at a data repository preferable with an associated DOI (digital object identifier) for the exact model version described in the paper. As your project is already on github a DOI can be easily created using Zenodo, see https://guides.github.com/activities/citable-code/ for details. Please note that in the code accessibility section you can still point the reader
to a web site for updates even if you use a DOI for a release.

I would also like to suggest that for the sake of reproducibility of results that you specify the version of R and geos, gdal and udunits you have used.
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Lutz Gross GMD Executive Editor